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Maintain social distancing as required. Where 

using shared equipment, please ensure hands 

are cleaned before and after the activity. 

KEEPING EVERYONE 
SAFE

• Inflatable Globe Per Team (Can be 

 purchased online reasonably cheaply)

• Obstacles & Games Equipment  

WHAT YOU’LL NEED

Use a globe to complete different challenges and games. 

BalancBalance the World: Split into teams and give each team a globe 
and toilet plunger (clean)/ masher / spatula or similar which they 
can balance the globe on. In turns, children should hold the object 
in front of them and balance the globe on it. Complete a lap of the 
room / an obstacle course, before passing it onto the next team 
member. The first team to complete the course is the winners. 

FinFind Me: Each team should have a globe. Call out a country and the 
teams must find that country on the globe. The quickest team gets 
a point each time. To help with social distancing, one person from 
each team could be nominated for each round. Instead of calling out 
countries you could give out clues (i.e birth place of Ronaldo, home 
of pizza etc).

Country Hot Country Hot Potato: Stand in a circle. The first person starts with the 
globe. They must find a country beginning with A and point to it on 
the globe. They can then throw the globe to someone else who must 
find a country beginning with B within 10 seconds (children can do 
a loud countdown to add pressure). Points should be given to those 
people who can find a country within their 10 second countdown. 
Continue through the alphabet.  

GETTING INTO THE ACTIVITY

GET ACTIVE

20 MINUTES

PREPARATION
NEEDED

FACE-TO-FACE

VIRTUAL

WORLD 
GAMES
PART OF THE AROUND THE WORLD THEMED PROGRAMME


